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Abstract— In this paper, we study robustness of input me-
tering policies in dynamic flow networks in the presence of
transient disturbances and attacks. We consider a compart-
mental model for dynamic flow networks with a First-In-
First-Out (FIFO) routing rule as found in, e.g., transportation
networks. We model the effect of the transient disturbance
as an abrupt change to the state of the network and use the
notion of the region of attraction to measure the resilience of
the network to these changes. For constant and periodic input
metering, we introduce the notion of monotone-invariant points
to establish inner-estimates for the regions of attraction of
free-flow equilibrium points and free-flow periodic orbits using
monotone systems theory. These results are applicable to, e.g.,
networks with cycles, which have not been considered in prior
literature on dynamic flow networks with FIFO routing. Finally,
we propose two approaches for finding suitable monotone-
invariant points in the flow networks with FIFO rules.

I. INTRODUCTION

Problem statement and motivation: Dynamic flow net-
works are a class of dynamical systems that models the
flow of a commodity through a network of interconnected
components. This modeling paradigm has been successfully
used to study a wide range of natural and engineered
systems including transportation networks, drinking water
and irrigation networks, supply chain networks, and power
grids. The dynamics of these networks are described by the
rate of change of density of each compartment together with
a policy describing routing of the flows among the connected
compartments.

One of the important features of dynamic flow networks
is the nonlinear behavior of their components. In particular,
it is common for the flow throughput of these networks to
increase until a critical capacity and then the network enters a
congested regime in which the throughput decreases and can
drop to zero. This phenomenon, which is usually referred to
as congestion, can propagate through the network and cause
a cascading failure of components. In order to mitigate the
effects of congestion and restore the full utilization of the
flow network, different control strategies have been proposed
in the literature. Arguably, one of the most widely-applicable
and efficient control strategy for congestion mitigation is
input metering where the optimal throughput is obtained
by restricting the amount of the input flows in certain
components of the system.
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In this work, we focus on the effect of transient disturbance
and attack on input metering strategies. Several notions have
been proposed in the literature to measure the performance
of input metering in flow network systems. However, these
measures are either only applicable to static networks [1] or
they ignore the effect of transient disturbances and attacks in
the system [2]. In contrast, in this work, we model the effect
of a transient disturbance as a change in initial distribution
of commodity in flow networks. In this case, the region of
attraction of the dynamical system can be used to measure
the resilience of the input metering to disturbances. In gen-
eral, it is notoriously difficult to compute regions of attraction
exactly, even for low-dimensional dynamical systems. As a
result, it is important to develop computationally tractable
approaches for over-estimating the regions of attraction of
dynamic flow networks.

Literature review: The use of compartmental models
for studying dynamic flow networks has a rich history [3].
For transportation networks, the cell transmission model
has been extensively used to study dynamic behavior of
vehicles in roads [4], [5], [6]. Monotone system theory
and contraction theory are two of the most prominent tools
in studying dynamic behaviors of flow networks [7], [2].
The papers [8], [9] study the throughput of dynamic flow
networks and propose a robust routing policy to ensure the
monotonicity of the closed-loop system. For transportation
network, [10] shows that certain classes of flow networks
with non-FIFO rules are monotone and studies their dynamic
stability using contraction theory. While dynamic analysis of
flow networks with non-FIFO policies has recently gained
much attention, for many important classes of flow networks,
the FIFO routing rule is considered to be a more realistic
modeling assumption. It is known that the FIFO routing
rule can lead to flow dynamics that are not cooperative and
monotone theory is not applicable on the whole network
domain [11]. Extensions of monotone system theory have
been proposed to study stability of flow networks with
FIFO routing rules [12]. Input metering strategies have been
proposed in the literature to optimize the throughput of the
flow networks as well as to mitigate the effect of congestion.
Input metering in traffic networks using model predictive
control is considered in [13]. Ramp metering has also been
used in traffic networks as a type of input metering, and we
refer to the survey [14].

Contributions: In this paper, we provide a framework
to study performance of the input metering strategies in
the flow networks with respect to the transient disturbances
and attacks. We consider a class of network flow dynamics
where the rate of change of density is determined by the



difference between the inflow and outflow and routing of
flows is governed by a FIFO rule. The trace of the transient
disturbances on flow networks is modeled by an abrupt
change in the initial densities and the robustness of the input
metering strategy is measured using the regions of attraction.
By introducing the notion of a monotone-invariant point, we
establish a framework to employ monotone system theory in
stability analysis of flow networks with FIFO rules. As the
first contribution of this paper, we characterize the existence
and local stability of the free-flow equilibrium points and
free-flow periodic orbits of the dynamic flow networks with
FIFO rules. Regarding the local stability of the free-flow
equilibrium points, our framework extends the existing re-
sults in the literature to cyclic flow networks. This extension
to cyclic networks is important in applications where the
network structure is inherently meshed such as urban traffic
analysis. Moreover, for periodic input metering, our result
on the existence and local stability of free-flow periodic
orbits is novel. As the main contribution of this paper, we
use monotone-invariant points to provide inner-estimates on
the regions of attraction of equilibrium points and periodic
orbits of the flow networks. Our inner-estimates of regions
of attraction are (i) computationally scalable with the size
of the network, (ii) sharper than the existing estimates in
the literature, (iii) applicable to flow networks with cyclic
topology, and (iv) useful for investigating transient stability
of periodic orbits. Finally, we provide an analytic method
and an iterative approach for finding suitable monotone-
invariant points in the dynamic flow networks. We refer to
the technical report [15] for the omitted proofs.

II. NOTATION AND MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARY

For every x, y ∈ Rn, we write x ≤ y if xi ≤ yi, for every
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. For every x, y ∈ Rn such that x ≤ y, we
define the box [x, y] = {z ∈ Rn | x ≤ z ≤ y}. For a set
S ⊆ Rn, the interior and closure of S are denoted by int(S)
and cl(S), respectively. We denote the `p-norm on Rn by
‖ · ‖p. For a given norm ‖ · ‖ on Rn, the induced norm ‖ · ‖i
on Rn×n is defined by ‖A‖i = supx 6=0

‖Ax‖
‖x‖ . For a matrix

A ∈ Rn×n and a norm ‖ · ‖ on Rn, the matrix measure of
A with respect to ‖ · ‖ is µ‖·‖(A) = limh→0+

‖In+hA‖i−1
h .

Consider the following dynamical system on Rn

ẋ = f(t, x). (1)

The flow of (1) at time t starting from x0 at time t0 is denoted
by φf (t, t0, x0). Given a norm ‖ · ‖ on Rn, the dynamical
system (1) is contracting with respect to ‖ · ‖ if, there exists
c > 0 such that for every x0, y0 ∈ Rn and every t ≥ t0,

‖φf (t, t0, x0)− φf (t, t0, y0)‖ ≤ e−c(t−t0)‖x0 − y0‖.

and is weakly contracting if, for every x0, y0 ∈ Rn and every
t ≥ t0, we have ‖φf (t, t0, x0)− φf (t, t0, y0)‖ ≤ ‖x0 − y0‖.

We model a dynamic flow network as a directed graph
G = (V,O) where V are the nodes and O are the directed
links connecting the nodes. A set of entry links R allows
exogenous flow to enter the network, and the set of all links

in the network is denoted by L = R ∪ O. For every link
l ∈ O ∪R, the head and the tail of the link are denoted by
σ(l) and τ(l), respectively. By convention, we assume that,
on a link l, the commodity flows from tail τ(l) to the head
σ(l) and we have τ(l) = ∅ for every l ∈ R. For every v ∈ V ,
we denote the set of input (resp. output) links to node v by
Lin
v (resp. Lout

v ). More precisely,

Lin
v = {i ∈ L | σ(i) = v}, Lout

v = {i ∈ L | τ(i) = v}.

A node v ∈ V is a diverging node if |Lout
v | > 1. The set of

diverging nodes is denoted by V div. We assume that for each
node v ∈ V , there exists a set of fixed split ratios {Rvi }i∈L
such that Rvi > 0 for every i ∈ Lout

v and
∑
i∈Lout

v
Rvi ≤ 1.

The strict inequality above can happen if a fraction of flow
at node v is going out of the network. We define the set of
out-nodes by V out = {v ∈ V |

∑
i∈Lout

v
Rvi < 1} and the set

of in-nodes by V in = {v ∈ V | R ∩ Lin
v 6= ∅}. For every

i ∈ L, the dynamic flow network satisfies

ẋi = f in
i (x, u)− f out

i (x) := Fi(x, u), (2)

where xi is the density of the commodity at link i and x =
(x1, . . . , x|L|)

T ∈ R|L|. The functions f in
i and f out

i are the
inflow and outflow to the link i ∈ L, and u ∈ R|R| is the
input metering at the entry links. We assume that, every link
i ∈ L can accommodate a maximum density denoted by xi,
has a supply function si : [0, xi]→ R≥0, and has a demand
function di : [0, xi]→ R≥0 such that

(i) di is strictly increasing, Lipschitz continuous, and piece-
wise real analytic with di(0) = 0;

(ii) si is strictly decreasing, Lipschitz continuous, and
piecewise real analytic with si(xi) = 0.

Because of properties (i) and (ii), for every i ∈ L, there
exists a critical density xcrit

i such that di(xcrit
i ) = si(x

crit
i ).

We also define the critical flow at link i ∈ L by f crit
i :=

di(x
crit
i ) = si(x

crit
i ). We assume that the flows in the network

are routed based on a FIFO rule. Following [16], we adopt
the following FIFO rule at each node v ∈ V :

f out
i (x) = ασ(i)(x)di(xi),

αv(x) = min
i∈Lout

v

{
1,

si(xi)

Rvi
∑
j∈Lin

v
dj(xj)

}
,

f in
i (x, u) =

{
min{ui, si(xi)}, i ∈ R
R
τ(i)
i

∑
j∈Lin

τ(i)
f out
j (xj), i ∈ O. (3)

III. MONOTONE-FLOW DOMAINS AND
MONOTONE-INVARIANT POINTS

In this section, we investigate the applicability of mono-
tone system theory in flow networks with FIFO rules. We
introduce the monotone-flow domain as an extension of the
free-flow domain and show that the flow network (2) and (3)
is a monotone dynamical system on this domain.

Definition 1 (Free-flow and monotone-flow domains). Con-
sider the dynamic flow system (2) and (3). For the density
vector x ∈ R|L| and link i ∈ L, we say that i is

(i) in free-flow if f out
i (x) = di(xi);



(ii) in congestion if f out
i (x) < di(xi).

Additionally,

(iii) the free-flow domain F ⊆ R|L| is defined by

F = {x ∈ R|L|≥0 | f
out
i (x) = di(xi), for i ∈ L}.

(iv) the monotone-flow domain M⊆ R|L| is defined by

M = {x ∈ R|L|≥0 |f
out
i (x) = di(xi),

for i ∈ Lout
v with v ∈ V div}.

Intuitively, F is the set of density vectors for which every
link is in free-flow and M is the set of density vectors
for which the out-links of diverging nodes are in free-
flow. Therefore, it is easy to see that F ⊆ M ab both
the free flow domain F and the monotone-flow domain
M are independent of the input signal u. The following
proposition studies properties of the domain M. We refer
to [15, Appendix B] for the proof.

Proposition 2 (Properties of the monotone-flow domain).
Consider the dynamic flow network (2) and (3). The follow-
ing statements hold:

(i) for every x ∈M, we have [0|L|, x] ⊆M.
(ii) the dynamical system is monotone and weakly contract-

ing on M with respect to `1-norm.

Next, we introduce the notion of monotone-invariant
points which plays a crucial role in our approach for inner-
estimation of regions of attraction.

Definition 3 (Monotone-invariant points). Consider the dy-
namical flow network (2) with the FIFO rule (3) with an input
metering u : R≥0 → R|R|. A point y ∈ M is a monotone-
invariant point if the trajectory of the system starting at y
remains inside M.

We define the vector field H : R|L| × R|R| → R|L| by
Hi(x, u) = hin

i (x, u)− hout
i (x) where:

hout
i (x) =

{
di(xi), i ∈ Lout

v , v ∈ V div

f out
i (x), otherwise.

hin
i (x, u) =

{
min{ui, si(xi)}, i ∈ R
R
τ(i)
i

∑
j∈Lin

τ(i)
hout
j (xj), i ∈ O. (4)

The next proposition studies properties of the vector field H
and shows that H can be considered as a monotone extension
of the flow network (2) and (3) outside the monotone-flow
domain M. We refer to [15, Appendix C] for the proof.

Proposition 4 (Monotone extension). Consider the dynami-
cal flow network (2) with the FIFO rule (3) and let H be the
vector field defined in (4). The following statements hold:

(i) H is monotone and weakly contracting with respect to
the `1-norm on R|L|≥0;

(ii) H(x, u) = F (x, u), for every x ∈M.

IV. REGIONS OF ATTRACTION FOR EQUILIBRIUM POINTS
AND PERIODIC ORBITS OF FLOW NETWORKS

Now, we use the notion of monotone-invariant points to
present a framework for estimating regions of attraction
of dynamic flow networks (2) and (3) with constant and
periodic input metering. For flow networks with constant
input metering, we first obtain a closed-form expression
for the non-congested equilibrium points of the system. We
define RO ∈ R|O|×|O| and RR ∈ R|O|×|R| as follow:

[RO]kl =

{
R
σ(l)
k , l, k ∈ O

0 otherwise.

[RR]kl =

{
R
σ(l)
k , k ∈ O, l ∈ R

0 otherwise.

In the rest of this paper, we assume that the flow networks
satisfy the following assumption.

Assumption 5. In the flow network G = (V,O), for every
v ∈ V ,

(i) there exists a directed path from v to a node w ∈ V out,
(ii) there exists a directed path from a node w ∈ V in to v.

Assumption 5 requires that, for every node in the network,
there is a directed path to output flows and there is a directed
path to an input flow. Note that I −RO is a compartmental
matrix. Thus, using Assumption 5, we can conclude that
the matrix I − RO is Metzler, Hurwitz, and invertible [17,
Corollary 4.11]. Under Assumption 5, one can define P =
(I − RO)−1RR and show that P ≥ 0 [17, Theorem 9.5].
For a given input u ∈ R|R|≥0 , we define

fei (u) =

{
ui, i ∈ R,
[Pu]i, i ∈ O.

(5)

We also define the density vector xe(u) ∈ R|L| as follows:

xei (u) = d−1i (fei (u)), for every i ∈ L. (6)

Next, we introduce two suitable classes of input metering.

Definition 6 (Feasible and strictly feasible input metering).
For the dynamical system (2) with the FIFO rule (3),

(i) the set of feasible inputs U ⊆ R|R|≥0 is:

U = {u ∈ R|R|≥0 | f
e
i (u) ≤ f crit

i , for all i ∈ L}.

(ii) the set of strictly feasible inputs Ustr ⊆ R|R|≥0 is:

Ustr = {u ∈ R|R|≥0 | f
e
i (u) < f crit

i , for all i ∈ L}.

The following assumption requires the feasible input sig-
nal u : R≥0 → U to be upper-bounded by some u ∈ U .

Assumption 7. For the feasible input metering u : R≥0 →
U , there exists u ∈ U such that u(t) ≤ u, for every t ∈ R≥0.

Now, we can state the main results of this paper which
provides inner-estimates for regions of attraction of free-flow
equilibrium points of the flow networks with FIFO rules.



Theorem 8 (Regions of attractions for free-flow equilibrium
points). Consider the flow network (2) with the FIFO rule (3)
and a constant input metering u ∈ U . Then, for xe(u) defined
in (6) and for every monotone-invariant point y ∈ M, the
following statements hold:

(i) xe(u) is the unique equilibrium point in F ;
(ii) every trajectory starting in [0|L|, y] converges to an

equilibrium point x∗ ∈M with x∗ ≥ xe(u).
Additionally, if u ∈ Ustr, then
(iii) xe(u) is locally asymptotically stable and is the unique

equilibrium point of the system in M;
(iv) every trajectory starting in [0|L|, y] converges to xe(u).

Proof. Regarding part (i), we need to show that,

f in
i (x

e(u), u) = f out
i (xe(u)), ∀i ∈ L (7)

Note that by definition of the feasible set U , we have
xei (u) = d−1i (fei (u)) ≤ xcrit, for every i ∈ L. This implies
that fei (u) ≤ si(x

e
i (u)), for every i ∈ L. We first show that

αv(xe(u)) = 1, for every v ∈ V . We compute

Rvi
∑
j∈Lin

v

dj(x
e
j(u)) = Rvi

∑
j∈Lin

v

fej (u) = fei (u) ≤ si(xei (u)),

where the second inequality hold by definition of fe(u)
in (5). This implies that αv(xe(u)) = 1. Using this ob-
servation, we have f out

i (xe(u)) = di(x
e
i (u)) = fei (u),

for every i ∈ L. Moreover, for every i ∈ O, we get
f in
i (x

e(u)) = R
τ(i)
i

∑
j∈Lin

τ(i)
fej (u) and, every i ∈ R, we

have f in
i (x

e(u)) = ui. Therefore xe(u) ∈ F and equality (7)
holds by definition of fe(u) in (5).

Regarding part (ii), consider the vector field H defined
by (4). By Proposition 4(ii), H(x, u) = F (x, u), for every
x ∈ M. This implies that every trajectory of the system
that remains in M is also a trajectory of H . For every
z ∈ [0|L|, y], we let xz : R≥0 → R|L| be the trajectory of the
system starting at z. Since y is a monotone-invariant point,
xy remains inM and therefore it is a trajectory of the vector
field H . Moreover, by Proposition 2, we have [0|L|, y] ⊆M
and the system is monotone on M. This implies that, for
every p ∈ [0|L|, y], xp(t) ≤ xy(t), for every t ∈ R≥0. As a
result, for every p ∈ [0|L|, y], the trajectory xp remains inside
M and therefore is a trajectory of the vector field H . On
the other hand, the vector field H is piecewise real analytic
and, by Proposition 4(i), it is weakly contracting with respect
to `1-norm on R|L|≥0. Therefore, by [18, Theorem 21], every
trajectory of H converges to an equilibrium point of H .
This means that, for every p ∈ [0|L|, y], the trajectory of
the system starting at p converges to an equilibrium point of
the system inM. Now, we show that every equilibrium point
x∗ ∈ M of the system satisfies x∗ ≥ xe(u). Suppose that
this is not true, i.e., there exists an equilibrium point x∗ ∈M
such that x∗ 6≥ xe(u). Since F (x∗, u) = F (xe(u), u) = 0|L|,
by [15, Lemma 8] the boxes [0|L|, x∗] and [0|L|, xe(u)] are
invariant sets. Therefore, S = [0|L|, xe(u)] ∩ [0|L|, x∗] ⊆ F
is also an invariant set. Since x∗ 6≥ xe(u) and xe(u) is
the only equilibrium point of the system in F , the set S

does not contain any equilibrium point of the system. On
the other hand, the dynamical system is weakly contracting
with respect to `1-norm on the convex compact invariant set
S. This is a contradiction, since by [18, Theorem 19] the
system have an equilibrium point in S. Therefore, for every
equilibrium point x∗ ∈M, we have x∗ ≥ xe(u).

Regarding part (iii), by definition of the feasible set Ustr
and by continuity of the supply and demand functions, there
exists u ∈ Ustr such that u < u. By [15, Lemma 17], we have
xe(u) < xe(u) and therefore xe(u) ∈ int([0|L|, xe(u)]).
Moreover,

F (xe(u), u) ≤ F (xe(u), u) = 0|L|.

Therefore, by [15, Lemma 18], the box [0|L|, xe(u)] is an
invariant set for the system. Additionally, the vector field F is
piecewise real analytic and, by Proposition 2(ii), it is weakly
contracting with respect to the `1-norm on [0|L|, xe(u)]. Us-
ing [18, Theorem 21], every trajectory of the system starting
in the box [0|L|, xe(u)] converges to an equilibrium point
in [0|L|, xe(u)]. By part (iii) xe(u) is the unique equilibrium
point of the system in the box [0|L|, xe(u)] ⊆ F . Thus, every
trajectory of the system starting in [0|L|, xe(u)] converges to
xe(u). This means that xe(u) is locally asymptotically stable.

Now, we prove uniqueness of xe(u) in M. Suppose that
x∗ is another equilibrium point of the system in M. By
part (ii), we have x∗ ≥ xe(u). Since F (x∗, u) = 0|L|,
by [15, Lemma 17], the box [0|L|, x∗] is an invariant set.
Moreover, xe(u) is locally asymptotically stable. Therefore,
by [18, Theorem 19] every trajectory in [0|L|, x∗] converges
to xe(u). This implies that x∗ = xe(u). Regarding part (iv),
by part (iii), if u ∈ Ustr, then xe(u) is the unique locally
asymptotically stable equilibrium point of the system in M.
Therefore, by part (ii), every trajectory starting in [0|L|, y]
converges to xe(u).

Remark 9 (Comparison with the literature).
(i) Theorem 8(ii) and (iv) are novel and extend the existing

inner-estimates for region of attraction in the literature
([11, Proposition 4]) to domains larger than [0|L|, xe(u)]
and to networks with arbitrary (cyclic) topology.

(ii) Theorem 8(iii) extends the existing results about local
asymptotic stability of xe(u) (see [11, Proposition 2])
to networks with cyclic topology.

(iii) For a feasible input u such that u 6∈ Ustr, the flow
network (2) and (3) can have an equilibrium point x∗

in the monotone-flow domain M which is not in the
free-flow domain F . Example 15 shows that free-flow
and non-free-flow equilibrium points can coexist in the
flow networks with FIFO rules.

In the next theorem, we study the regions of attraction of
free-flow periodic orbits in dynamic flow networks. We refer
to [15, Theorem 10] for the proof.

Theorem 10 (Regions of attraction for free-flow periodic
orbits). Consider the dynamic flow network (2) with the
FIFO rule (3) and a periodic input metering u : R≥0 → U
with period T > 0, i.e., u(t+T ) = u(t), for every t ∈ R≥0.



Assume that u satisfies Assumption 7. Then, the following
statement holds:

(i) there exists a periodic solution ρ : R≥0 → F with
period T , i.e., ρ(t+ T ) = ρ(t), for every t ∈ R≥0;

Additionally, if Assumption 7 holds for some u ∈ Ustr, then
(ii) the periodic solution ρ is locally asymptotically stable.

(iii) for every monotone-invariant point y ∈M, any trajec-
tory starting in [0|L|, y] converges to ρ.

Remark 11 (Comparison with the literature). Existence
and stability of periodic orbits for monotone dynamic flow
networks with non-FIFO rules have been studied in [10].
To our knowledge, Theorem 10 is the first result that studies
periodic orbits of the flow network (2) with the FIFO rule (3).

V. REGIONS OF ATTRACTION VIA
MONOTONE-INVARIANT POINTS

Theorems 8 and 10 provide a framework for constructing
inner-estimate of the regions of attraction of dynamic flow
network. However, computing these inner-estimates relies on
finding a suitable monotone-invariant point for the system. In
this section, we provide two methods for finding monotone-
invariant points of the flow network (2) and (3).

Proposition 12 (Monotone-invariant points via vector field).
Consider the dynamical flow network (2) with the FIFO
rule (3) and a feasible input metering u : R≥0 → U . Suppose
that u satisfies Assumption 7 with an upper-bound u ∈ U .
Then, the following statement holds:

(i) any point y ∈ M satisfying F (y, u) ≤ 0|L| is a
monotone-invariant point of the system.

In particular, we have
(ii) xe(u) is a monotone-invariant point of the system;

(iii) any equilibrium point x∗ of the vector field x 7→ F (x, u)
in the monotone-flow domain M is a monotone-
invariant point of the system.

Proof. Note that F (y, u) ≤ 0|L|. Thus, by [15, Lemma 18],
the box [0|L|, y] is an invariant set. Moreover, we have y ∈
M. Therefore, by Proposition 2(i), the box [0|L|, y] is in
M. This implies that y is a monotone-invariant point for the
system. Parts (ii) and (iii) easily follow from part (i).

Remark 13. (i) For a constant input u ∈ U , one can
use Proposition 12(ii) and Theorem 8 to show that⋃
v∈U ,v≥u[0|L|, x

e(v)] is a region of attraction for the
equilibrium point xe(u) of the flow network (2) and (3).
This leads to larger inner-estimates of regions of attrac-
tion than the one proposed in [11, Proposition 3].

(ii) Proposition 12(iii) does not require the equilibrium
point x∗ to be in the free-flow domain F . It only
requires that the out-links of the diverging nodes at the
equilibrium point x∗ are in free-flow.

In the next proposition, we establish an algorithmic ap-
proach for finding monotone-invariant points. Our algorithm
is based on the monotone-flow iteration defined by

xk+1 = xk + αH(xk, u), for all k ∈ Z≥0,
x0 = x, (8)

(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="GtPHjrVF2yknj3mbII9Xiv5/EQ0=">AAAB4HicbVBNS0JBFL1jX2ZfVss2QxLYRt6EUEuhTUuj/AAVmTfO08F5H8zcF4i4bxPRpqBf1F/o3zTq26gdGDicc4Z7z/UTrSx63i/JbW3v7O7l9wsHh0fHJ8XTs6aNUyNkQ8Q6Nm2fW6lVJBuoUMt2YiQPfS1b/vh+7rdepLEqjp5xksheyIeRCpTg6KSnMrvuF0texVuAbhKWkRJkqPeLP91BLNJQRig0t7bDvAR7U25QCS1nhW5qZcLFmA/ldLHgjF45aUCD2LgXIV2oKzkeWjsJfZcMOY7sujcX//M6KQZ3vamKkhRlJJaDglRTjOm8LR0oIwXqiSNcGOU2pGLEDRfoblJw1dl60U3SvKkwr8Ieq6VaOTtCHi7gEsrA4BZq8AB1aICAIbzBJ3wRn7ySd/KxjOZI9uccVkC+/wAsfIir</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GtPHjrVF2yknj3mbII9Xiv5/EQ0=">AAAB4HicbVBNS0JBFL1jX2ZfVss2QxLYRt6EUEuhTUuj/AAVmTfO08F5H8zcF4i4bxPRpqBf1F/o3zTq26gdGDicc4Z7z/UTrSx63i/JbW3v7O7l9wsHh0fHJ8XTs6aNUyNkQ8Q6Nm2fW6lVJBuoUMt2YiQPfS1b/vh+7rdepLEqjp5xksheyIeRCpTg6KSnMrvuF0texVuAbhKWkRJkqPeLP91BLNJQRig0t7bDvAR7U25QCS1nhW5qZcLFmA/ldLHgjF45aUCD2LgXIV2oKzkeWjsJfZcMOY7sujcX//M6KQZ3vamKkhRlJJaDglRTjOm8LR0oIwXqiSNcGOU2pGLEDRfoblJw1dl60U3SvKkwr8Ieq6VaOTtCHi7gEsrA4BZq8AB1aICAIbzBJ3wRn7ySd/KxjOZI9uccVkC+/wAsfIir</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GtPHjrVF2yknj3mbII9Xiv5/EQ0=">AAAB4HicbVBNS0JBFL1jX2ZfVss2QxLYRt6EUEuhTUuj/AAVmTfO08F5H8zcF4i4bxPRpqBf1F/o3zTq26gdGDicc4Z7z/UTrSx63i/JbW3v7O7l9wsHh0fHJ8XTs6aNUyNkQ8Q6Nm2fW6lVJBuoUMt2YiQPfS1b/vh+7rdepLEqjp5xksheyIeRCpTg6KSnMrvuF0texVuAbhKWkRJkqPeLP91BLNJQRig0t7bDvAR7U25QCS1nhW5qZcLFmA/ldLHgjF45aUCD2LgXIV2oKzkeWjsJfZcMOY7sujcX//M6KQZ3vamKkhRlJJaDglRTjOm8LR0oIwXqiSNcGOU2pGLEDRfoblJw1dl60U3SvKkwr8Ieq6VaOTtCHi7gEsrA4BZq8AB1aICAIbzBJ3wRn7ySd/KxjOZI9uccVkC+/wAsfIir</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GtPHjrVF2yknj3mbII9Xiv5/EQ0=">AAAB4HicbVBNS0JBFL1jX2ZfVss2QxLYRt6EUEuhTUuj/AAVmTfO08F5H8zcF4i4bxPRpqBf1F/o3zTq26gdGDicc4Z7z/UTrSx63i/JbW3v7O7l9wsHh0fHJ8XTs6aNUyNkQ8Q6Nm2fW6lVJBuoUMt2YiQPfS1b/vh+7rdepLEqjp5xksheyIeRCpTg6KSnMrvuF0texVuAbhKWkRJkqPeLP91BLNJQRig0t7bDvAR7U25QCS1nhW5qZcLFmA/ldLHgjF45aUCD2LgXIV2oKzkeWjsJfZcMOY7sujcX//M6KQZ3vamKkhRlJJaDglRTjOm8LR0oIwXqiSNcGOU2pGLEDRfoblJw1dl60U3SvKkwr8Ieq6VaOTtCHi7gEsrA4BZq8AB1aICAIbzBJ3wRn7ySd/KxjOZI9uccVkC+/wAsfIir</latexit>

(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="DAKylh6cixtIlRM+M7EookhQLK4=">AAAB4HicbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkWomzJTBF0W3LisaB/QlpJJM21oJjMkd4RSuncj4kbBL/IX/BvTdjZtPRA4nHPCvecGiZIWPe+X5La2d3b38vuFg8Oj45Pi6VnTxqnhosFjFZt2wKxQUosGSlSinRjBokCJVjC+n/utF2GsjPUzThLRi9hQy1Byhk56Klev+8WSV/EWoJvEz0gJMtT7xZ/uIOZpJDRyxazt+F6CvSkzKLkSs0I3tSJhfMyGYrpYcEavnDSgYWzc00gX6kqORdZOosAlI4Yju+7Nxf+8TorhXW8qdZKi0Hw5KEwVxZjO29KBNIKjmjjCuJFuQ8pHzDCO7iYFV91fL7pJmtWK71X8x5tSrZwdIQ8XcAll8OEWavAAdWgAhyG8wSd8kYC8knfysYzmSPbnHFZAvv8ALfeIrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DAKylh6cixtIlRM+M7EookhQLK4=">AAAB4HicbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkWomzJTBF0W3LisaB/QlpJJM21oJjMkd4RSuncj4kbBL/IX/BvTdjZtPRA4nHPCvecGiZIWPe+X5La2d3b38vuFg8Oj45Pi6VnTxqnhosFjFZt2wKxQUosGSlSinRjBokCJVjC+n/utF2GsjPUzThLRi9hQy1Byhk56Klev+8WSV/EWoJvEz0gJMtT7xZ/uIOZpJDRyxazt+F6CvSkzKLkSs0I3tSJhfMyGYrpYcEavnDSgYWzc00gX6kqORdZOosAlI4Yju+7Nxf+8TorhXW8qdZKi0Hw5KEwVxZjO29KBNIKjmjjCuJFuQ8pHzDCO7iYFV91fL7pJmtWK71X8x5tSrZwdIQ8XcAll8OEWavAAdWgAhyG8wSd8kYC8knfysYzmSPbnHFZAvv8ALfeIrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DAKylh6cixtIlRM+M7EookhQLK4=">AAAB4HicbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkWomzJTBF0W3LisaB/QlpJJM21oJjMkd4RSuncj4kbBL/IX/BvTdjZtPRA4nHPCvecGiZIWPe+X5La2d3b38vuFg8Oj45Pi6VnTxqnhosFjFZt2wKxQUosGSlSinRjBokCJVjC+n/utF2GsjPUzThLRi9hQy1Byhk56Klev+8WSV/EWoJvEz0gJMtT7xZ/uIOZpJDRyxazt+F6CvSkzKLkSs0I3tSJhfMyGYrpYcEavnDSgYWzc00gX6kqORdZOosAlI4Yju+7Nxf+8TorhXW8qdZKi0Hw5KEwVxZjO29KBNIKjmjjCuJFuQ8pHzDCO7iYFV91fL7pJmtWK71X8x5tSrZwdIQ8XcAll8OEWavAAdWgAhyG8wSd8kYC8knfysYzmSPbnHFZAvv8ALfeIrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DAKylh6cixtIlRM+M7EookhQLK4=">AAAB4HicbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkWomzJTBF0W3LisaB/QlpJJM21oJjMkd4RSuncj4kbBL/IX/BvTdjZtPRA4nHPCvecGiZIWPe+X5La2d3b38vuFg8Oj45Pi6VnTxqnhosFjFZt2wKxQUosGSlSinRjBokCJVjC+n/utF2GsjPUzThLRi9hQy1Byhk56Klev+8WSV/EWoJvEz0gJMtT7xZ/uIOZpJDRyxazt+F6CvSkzKLkSs0I3tSJhfMyGYrpYcEavnDSgYWzc00gX6kqORdZOosAlI4Yju+7Nxf+8TorhXW8qdZKi0Hw5KEwVxZjO29KBNIKjmjjCuJFuQ8pHzDCO7iYFV91fL7pJmtWK71X8x5tSrZwdIQ8XcAll8OEWavAAdWgAhyG8wSd8kYC8knfysYzmSPbnHFZAvv8ALfeIrA==</latexit>

(4)
<latexit sha1_base64="L3w54XU+413y7DfgczM4c17n+BI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisaD+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPVTrl4Nyxa25C5B14uWkAjmag/JXfxizNOIKmaTG9Dw3QT+jGgWTfFbqp4YnlE3oiPcsVTTixs8Wp87IhVWGJIy1LYVkof6eyGhkzDQKbGdEcWxWvbn4n9dLMbzxM6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZP43GQrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjTKdkQvNWX10n7qua5Ne++XmlU8ziKcAbnUAUPrqEBd9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnRfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AE8eI0D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3w54XU+413y7DfgczM4c17n+BI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisaD+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPVTrl4Nyxa25C5B14uWkAjmag/JXfxizNOIKmaTG9Dw3QT+jGgWTfFbqp4YnlE3oiPcsVTTixs8Wp87IhVWGJIy1LYVkof6eyGhkzDQKbGdEcWxWvbn4n9dLMbzxM6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZP43GQrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjTKdkQvNWX10n7qua5Ne++XmlU8ziKcAbnUAUPrqEBd9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnRfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AE8eI0D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3w54XU+413y7DfgczM4c17n+BI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisaD+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPVTrl4Nyxa25C5B14uWkAjmag/JXfxizNOIKmaTG9Dw3QT+jGgWTfFbqp4YnlE3oiPcsVTTixs8Wp87IhVWGJIy1LYVkof6eyGhkzDQKbGdEcWxWvbn4n9dLMbzxM6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZP43GQrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjTKdkQvNWX10n7qua5Ne++XmlU8ziKcAbnUAUPrqEBd9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnRfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AE8eI0D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3w54XU+413y7DfgczM4c17n+BI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisaD+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPVTrl4Nyxa25C5B14uWkAjmag/JXfxizNOIKmaTG9Dw3QT+jGgWTfFbqp4YnlE3oiPcsVTTixs8Wp87IhVWGJIy1LYVkof6eyGhkzDQKbGdEcWxWvbn4n9dLMbzxM6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZP43GQrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjTKdkQvNWX10n7qua5Ne++XmlU8ziKcAbnUAUPrqEBd9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnRfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AE8eI0D</latexit>

(3)
<latexit sha1_base64="4ZfQ1i/3JEQ3jXA/af8WYIeFXTk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkqigh4LXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHqqX5/1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzxM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0nroua5Ne/+qlKv5nEU4QROoQoeXEMd7qABTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QM6840C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4ZfQ1i/3JEQ3jXA/af8WYIeFXTk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkqigh4LXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHqqX5/1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzxM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0nroua5Ne/+qlKv5nEU4QROoQoeXEMd7qABTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QM6840C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4ZfQ1i/3JEQ3jXA/af8WYIeFXTk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkqigh4LXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHqqX5/1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzxM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0nroua5Ne/+qlKv5nEU4QROoQoeXEMd7qABTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QM6840C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4ZfQ1i/3JEQ3jXA/af8WYIeFXTk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkqigh4LXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHqqX5/1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzxM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0nroua5Ne/+qlKv5nEU4QROoQoeXEMd7qABTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QM6840C</latexit>

(5)
<latexit sha1_base64="xY1yiLghLR3+h37zQHy6Zxq+ksU=">AAAB4HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2VGFF0W3LisaB/QlpJJM21oJhmSO0Ip3bsRcaPgF/kL/o1pO5u2Hggczjnh3nPDRAqLvv/r5TY2t7Z38ruFvf2Dw6Pi8UnD6tQwXmdaatMKqeVSKF5HgZK3EsNpHEreDEf3M7/5wo0VWj3jOOHdmA6UiASj6KSn8s1lr1jyK/4cZJ0EGSlBhlqv+NPpa5bGXCGT1Np24CfYnVCDgkk+LXRSyxPKRnTAJ/MFp+TCSX0SaeOeQjJXl3I0tnYchy4ZUxzaVW8m/ue1U4zuuhOhkhS5YotBUSoJajJrS/rCcIZy7AhlRrgNCRtSQxm6mxRc9WC16DppXFUCvxI8Xpeq5ewIeTiDcyhDALdQhQeoQR0YDOANPuHLC71X7937WERzXvbnFJbgff8BMmiIrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xY1yiLghLR3+h37zQHy6Zxq+ksU=">AAAB4HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2VGFF0W3LisaB/QlpJJM21oJhmSO0Ip3bsRcaPgF/kL/o1pO5u2Hggczjnh3nPDRAqLvv/r5TY2t7Z38ruFvf2Dw6Pi8UnD6tQwXmdaatMKqeVSKF5HgZK3EsNpHEreDEf3M7/5wo0VWj3jOOHdmA6UiASj6KSn8s1lr1jyK/4cZJ0EGSlBhlqv+NPpa5bGXCGT1Np24CfYnVCDgkk+LXRSyxPKRnTAJ/MFp+TCSX0SaeOeQjJXl3I0tnYchy4ZUxzaVW8m/ue1U4zuuhOhkhS5YotBUSoJajJrS/rCcIZy7AhlRrgNCRtSQxm6mxRc9WC16DppXFUCvxI8Xpeq5ewIeTiDcyhDALdQhQeoQR0YDOANPuHLC71X7937WERzXvbnFJbgff8BMmiIrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xY1yiLghLR3+h37zQHy6Zxq+ksU=">AAAB4HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2VGFF0W3LisaB/QlpJJM21oJhmSO0Ip3bsRcaPgF/kL/o1pO5u2Hggczjnh3nPDRAqLvv/r5TY2t7Z38ruFvf2Dw6Pi8UnD6tQwXmdaatMKqeVSKF5HgZK3EsNpHEreDEf3M7/5wo0VWj3jOOHdmA6UiASj6KSn8s1lr1jyK/4cZJ0EGSlBhlqv+NPpa5bGXCGT1Np24CfYnVCDgkk+LXRSyxPKRnTAJ/MFp+TCSX0SaeOeQjJXl3I0tnYchy4ZUxzaVW8m/ue1U4zuuhOhkhS5YotBUSoJajJrS/rCcIZy7AhlRrgNCRtSQxm6mxRc9WC16DppXFUCvxI8Xpeq5ewIeTiDcyhDALdQhQeoQR0YDOANPuHLC71X7937WERzXvbnFJbgff8BMmiIrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xY1yiLghLR3+h37zQHy6Zxq+ksU=">AAAB4HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2VGFF0W3LisaB/QlpJJM21oJhmSO0Ip3bsRcaPgF/kL/o1pO5u2Hggczjnh3nPDRAqLvv/r5TY2t7Z38ruFvf2Dw6Pi8UnD6tQwXmdaatMKqeVSKF5HgZK3EsNpHEreDEf3M7/5wo0VWj3jOOHdmA6UiASj6KSn8s1lr1jyK/4cZJ0EGSlBhlqv+NPpa5bGXCGT1Np24CfYnVCDgkk+LXRSyxPKRnTAJ/MFp+TCSX0SaeOeQjJXl3I0tnYchy4ZUxzaVW8m/ue1U4zuuhOhkhS5YotBUSoJajJrS/rCcIZy7AhlRrgNCRtSQxm6mxRc9WC16DppXFUCvxI8Xpeq5ewIeTiDcyhDALdQhQeoQR0YDOANPuHLC71X7937WERzXvbnFJbgff8BMmiIrw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Dj96JhijXyqQ1LF4s6VoJbVKYLw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlZtovV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukfVH1Lqu1Zq1Sv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucP5JuNAg==</latexit>u

Fig. 1: Topology of the flow network in Example 15 with
R = {1} and O = {2, 3, 4, 5}.

where H is the monotone extension vector field in (4).

Proposition 14 (Monotone-invariant points via forward Euler
iterations). Consider the dynamical flow network (2) and (3)
with the strictly feasible input metering u : R≥0 → Ustr.
Suppose that u satisfies Assumption 7 with the upper-bound
u ∈ Ustr. Then, for small enough α > 0, and

N = max{k ∈ Z≥0 | xk 6∈ int(M)},

the following statements hold:
(i) the monotone-flow iteration (8) converges to xe(u);

(ii) xe(u) ≤ xN+1;
(iii) xN+1 is a monotone-invariant point for the system.

Proof. We present a sketch of the proof and refer to [15,
Proposition 14] for the complete proof. The monotone-flow
iteration (8) is the forward Euler discretization of the solution
of the dynamical system

ẋ = H(x, u), x ∈ R|L| (9)

starting at x. Using [19, Lemma 7] and [20, Corollary 11],
one can show that the iteration (8) converges to xe(u). The
results then follow by

H(x, u(t)) ≤ H(x, u), for every x ∈ R|L|,

and a continuity argument using [21, Theorem 6.3].

In the next examples, we use our framework to estimate
regions of attraction of free-flow equilibrium points for
acyclic and cyclic flow networks.

Example 15 (An acyclic dynamic flow network). Consider
the dynamic flow network (2) and (3) with the topology in
Figure 1 and the demand and supply functions:

di(xi) = min{15, xi}, i ∈ {1, 4, 5}
si(xi) = min{15, 30− xi}, i ∈ {1, 4, 5},
di(xi) = min{50, xi}, i ∈ {2, 3},
si(xi) = min{50, 100− xi}, i ∈ {2, 3}

We assume that all the non-zero split ratios are equal to 1

except Rσ(1)2 = R
σ(1)
3 = 1

2 and we have a constant input
metering u = 8. It is easy to compute the free-flow equilib-
rium point xe(u) = (8, 4, 4, 4, 8)T. Note that Ustr = [0, 15).
Therefore, by Theorem 8(iv) and Proposition 12(ii), for every
u ∈ [0, 15), the box [05, x

e(u)] is in the region of attraction
of xe(u) = (8, 4, 4, 4, 8)T. For u = 15, one can compute
xe(15) = (15, 7.5, 7.5, 7.5, 15)T. Thus, every trajectory of
the system starting in the box [05, (15, 7.5, 7.5, 7.5, 15)

T]



(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

u

Fig. 2: Topology of the flow network in Example 16 with
R = {1} and O = {2, 3, 4}.

converges to the free-flow equilibrium point (8, 4, 4, 4, 8)T.
Note that, u = 15 is not a strictly feasible input metering.
One can check that

x∗ = (15, 92.5, 22.5, 22.5, 15)T

is another equilibrium point (different from xe(15) and
satisfying xe(15) ≤ x∗) of the vector field F (x, 15) in
the monotone-flow domain M. Using Theorem 8(iv) and
Proposition 12(iii), every trajectory starting in the box
[05, (15, 92.5, 22.5, 22.5, 15)

T] converges to (8, 4, 4, 4, 8)T.
One can also use the monotone-flow iteration (8) to obtain
a monotone-invariant point of the system. By setting α =
0.01 and u = 14, we obtain N = 108246 and xN+1 =
(14.9, 92.55, 22.15, 22.45, 15)T. Therefore, by Propo-
sition 14, the point (14.9, 92.55, 22.15, 22.45, 15)T

is a monotone-invariant point of the system and, by Theo-
rem 8(iv), the box [05, (14.9, 92.55, 22.15, 22.45, 15)T]
is in the region of attraction of (8, 4, 4, 4, 8)T.

Example 16 (A cyclic dynamic flow network). Consider the
dynamic flow network (2) and (3) with the topology shown
in Figure 2 and the demand and supply functions as below:

di(xi) = min{15, xi}, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
si(xi) = min{15, 30− xi}, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}

We assume that all the non-zero split ratios are equal
to 1 except Rσ(3)2 = R

σ(3)
4 = 1

2 and we have a con-
stant input metering u = 5. Note that Ustr = [0, 7.5)
and one can check that the free-flow equilibrium point
of the system is given by xe(u) = (5, 10, 5, 5)T. There-
fore, by Theorem 8(iv) and Proposition 12(ii), for every
u ∈ [0, 7.5), the box [04, x

e(u)] is in the region of at-
traction of (5, 10, 5, 5)T. For u = 7.5, one can compute
xe(7.5) = (7.5, 15, 7.5, 7.5)T. A a result, every trajectory
of the system starting in [04, (7.5, 15, 7.5, 7.5)

T] converges
to (5, 10, 5, 5)T. One can also use the monotone-flow itera-
tion (8) to obtain a monotone-invariant point of the system.
By setting α = 0.01 and u = 7, we obtain N = 2429 and
xN+1 = (20.97, 15, 22.5, 7.5)T. Therefore, by Proposi-
tion 14, the point (20.97, 15, 22.5, 7.5)T is a monotone-
invariant point of the system and, by Theorem 8(iv), the box
[04, (20.97, 15, 22.5, 7.5)T] is in the region of attraction
of the equilibrium point (5, 10, 5, 5)T.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
We study robustness of input metering with respect to

transient disturbances in flow networks with FIFO rules.

We use the notion of a monotone-invariant point to push
the boundaries of applicability of monotone system theory
in flow networks with FIFO rules. For this class of flow
networks, we establish a framework for estimating regions
of attraction of equilibrium points and periodic orbits.
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